Dr. Sunita Dube
MBBS, MD (Radiologist), DMRE, FRHS, FCCP, ADHA, PG.DND, DCH, the founder, Chairperson of MedscapeIndia- AMET.

Glimpse of few Major Initiative by Dr. Dube:1. First Indian Doctor who brought fragmented Indian health care specialty which includes Allopathic,
homeopathy, physiotherapy ,Ayurveda & premedical together under health care community and
also a fair affordable healthcare system in the country in 2011.
2. Creating awareness on Female foeticide- save the Girl child by working with motivated doctors and
inspiring the others to work ethically especially general practitioner, gynecologist, and radiologist by
strict counseling of patients when they approach doctors for the son.
3. She conceptualized and launched world’s 1st unique song “Doctors Anthem” to show bonding
between Doctors and Patients & the commitment for better health, portrayed by doctors. It is
composed by Mr. Shameer Tandon and written by Mr. Sameer Anjaan.
4. Through MedscapeIndia she had taken initiative to improve the handwriting of doctor’s by
organizing a “Doctor’s Handwriting Campaign” in 2011, with the help of Maharashtra government
and involving the senior doctors across the country, importance of handwriting improvement was
brought to light to prevent pharmaceutical malpractices and legal hassle for medical practitioners,
now the same campaign is followed by other medical organizations too.
5. She has conducted largest rally of doctors in Mumbai to create awareness about prevention of
mother to child HIV transmission, truck driver, transgender also conducted debate and panel
discussion to fight stigma against HIV in a very innovative way.
6. Cancer Survival Rehabilitation - she conducted Art Exhibition to empower cancer survivor.
7. The world’s first unique health awards initiated by Dr. Sunita Dube in 2011 to inspire medical &
paramedical communities with the Socio-Scientific involvement of the medical fraternities.
8. She dreams to bring change in healthcare which is affordable and reachable to all with a single
window of law for doctors for better accountability.
9. She has come with the concept of connecting common man with doctors on various health issues,
latest research, technologies and networking through “MedscapeIndia Health Magazine”- India’s 1st
digital interactive healthcare magazine which will be launched in November 2014. Even the world
renowned doctors will be a part of it by giving their inputs for magazine’s columns.
10. She also initiated HIV Go Away Campaign with Eunuch, Celebrity,
11. “Save the Girl Child Movement Campaign” done by her was personally Appreciated and
congratulated by Honorable President Mr. Pranab Mukherjee and the Nobel laureate Shree. Kailesh
Satyarthi.
12. Anokhee Pahal – It is a great initiative taken by Dr. Sunita Dube which is being replicated around the
entire Country. It covers not only the Health & other deficiencies suffering within the metropolis.
This is a highly appreciated effort by the team of Doctor’s working round the clock which includes
Tuberculosis, Cancer & Women Empowerment etc. This is beneficial to the “Common Man Of India”
and MedscapeIndia will grow with all inclusive. With the concept of healthy city

Upcoming Projects of her:-

 Doctor’s Anthem:-This song will motivate and create a sense of faith amongst the
patients, their family and citizens of the country. It will encourage and remind all of
them about their duty towards humanity. This point to the vision of India as a
developed nation; a vision of the spirit expressed in terms of material and social
development. We believe that this anthem will
Contribute towards India Vision 2020 for national development.
 Digital Healthcare Magazine:- To promote education & healthcare across the world

 Anokhee Pahal – It is a great initiative taken by Dr. Sunita Dube which is being
replicated around the entire Country. It covers not only the Health & other deficiencies
suffering within the metropolis. This is an highly appreciated effort by the team of
Doctor’s working round the clock which includes Tuberculosis, Cancer & Women
Empowerment etc. This is beneficial to the “Common Man Of India “and
MedscapeIndia will grow with all inclusive. With the concept of healthy city.

Dr Sunita Dube, philanthropist, dynamic Radiologist the founder & Chairperson
of MedscapeIndia, is a pioneer in establishing a unique and first of its kind
nonprofit organization where it brings all the medical specialty bodies and
organizations together on a common platform to inculcate a culture of holistic
and fair healthcare system in the country.
Dr Sunita Dube also the Director of Aryans Group of Hospitals, started
compassionate effort to provide basic healthcare and education for
marginalized people of our society through MedscapeIndia which is a unit of
Aryan Medical and Educational Trust.
She is proactively involved in social and charitable causes; she has received
many awards like Maharashtra Gaurav 2009, Award, Uttar Pradesh Ratna in
2008 and Karmveer Purshkar as Noble laureate doctor in 2010. She has also
been awarded with the Women Achiever Award in 2011, 2012, 2013 & 2014 in
a row and the Pride of Nation in 2012.
She has raised her voice after the research and findings conducted by Medscape India. She concluded that the
requirement and provision of Healthcare services have massive infrastructure issues, which affect the
functioning of basic essential healthcare system in the country. She found that there is a complete lack of
proper and clear communication between the doctor and its patients. Dr. Sunita Dube believes that doctors
understand each-others problem, but they need a platform where they can stand for each other beyond the
branch and specialization especially during crisis. Since then Dr. Sunita Dube has been working totally focused
towards her objectives.
There are diverse bodies of Medicine Associated with Dr. Sunita Dube. Due to her genuine concern towards
the physical and social environments of medicine in India made her to be associated with various bodies of
medicine, such as the member of –


Indian Radiology and Imaging Association



Jt. Secretary of Indian Medical Association



She was the Medical Superintendent at Medical Cell of International Lions Club of Kurla



President of Kurla East Doctors Association



Special Executive Officer in Government of Maharashtra



Member of Sanjay Gandhi Niradhar committee of Government of Maharashtra



Medical Director of Child relief centre Mumbai



Vice Chairperson of Medical Cell Mumbai



Association of Medical Consultant (AMC)



Member of American Association of women Radiology



She has honored position of Medical director of the Bhartiaya Kamgar Karmachari Mahasang (INTUC)



Board member of the National Seamen’s Union who is also part of an association of medical consultant



She was attached to Bombay Hospital. She had worked in Somaiya Medical College



Worked with DY Medical College



Mentoring Medical students in India & Radiology Women In USA.



Column writer in various leading Magazine & Newspaper about different health & social issues.

She conducted various surveys to find out issue related healthcare system in India; all such experiences
empowered her to work towards the root causes of all issues in healthcare system and among all
stakeholders. Today she dedicates all her valuable times in conceptualizing road maps for MedscapeIndia to
accomplish the mission. Establishing healthcare infrastructure in remote areas is her main priority through
MedscapeIndia community. She is also helping out urban and rural marginalized patients with regular medical
camps which include Multispecialty Health Camp for the basic needs of them. She has presented more than
200 scientific cases & arranged more the 350 clinical educational conferences for doctor meeting at various
levels.
She is been instrumental in crusading against the most heinous and most diabolic female feticide by not only
sensitizing the medical community but also addressing the root cause of Gender discrimination embedded in
the social strata by adopting several girls and empowering them through quality education & better health
awareness.
Dr. Dube is running hospital in Allahabad for neonates & general hospital in remote area called Suriyawan,
with her father she running two intermediate college &Degree College which focuses on women education.
She belongs to remote area where she inspired many women to go for higher education and provided the
facility for the same.
She was a sole reason to bring a college” K. N. Bakshi College of education” in Jharkhand for the
underprivileged students by forming a team of five doctors and involving them to run a college. She has
motivated doctors to work in rural area.
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